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They soon learn that they need to de-oil the mermaids, scrub the selkies, and wrap the stoorworm around trees.
I also thought it was rather funny that they so clearly marked themselves as aunts, since their sister Betty got
married to a tax inspector no less and had children. Never Mess with Granny : Never mess with mermaid
granny. Then she drugs him and takes him to the island. Facial Composite Failure : The police circulate
composite drawings of the aunts, who are wanted for kidnapping. What the kindly old aunts need are a few
sensible and sturdy children who can keep a secret. Coral chooses Fabio, who is originally from Brazil, and is
just about to be sent to a horrible English school, where it is implied he will be bullied for looking foreign.
The story is heart-warming and exciting, with a subtle theme of respect and sensibility. They each meet lots of
new children and each decide who to take. Etta kidnaps Minette, whose divorced parents are constantly
fighting and have her travel from one to the other via train on a regular basis. Fabio had a stroke of genius:
their cook had made tons and tons of delicious buns, so many that nobody could eat any more. Lambert
accepts this and copes considerably better while thinking he's just imagining everything. He makes everyone
do good things to the sea. Island of the Aunts is a children's book by Eva Ibbotson , also published under the
name Monster Mission Advertisement: Three sisters the eponymous aunts take care of injured and sick
creatures on a tiny island somewhere. He tells Coral that he hates his parents and they make him go to a
boarding school called Greymarsh Towers which is where Coral is assigned to take him. To keep Lambert
from throwing a fit every time he sees one of the mystical animals on the island, Fabio lies to him that none of
them actually exist and they're all hallucinations he's having as a side effect of the flour used in their food. He
says that the children there treat him very badly and bully him because he came from South Africa. They
know they are getting old, and they must get some children who are strong, small and healthy and who can
take care of the island with them. It helps that the aunts are considerably more caring than the children's own
guardians are. Parental Neglect : Minette's parents, towards her. Kraken and Leviathan : The giant kraken puts
in an appearance. The kind, good kind, like the children and the aunts; and the bad side, Lambert and his
father, Mr. This is lampshaded at one point when Minette asks Fabio if they shouldn't be planning an escape
from the island, but they enjoy living there too much to think about running away. A bird of the size of a
horse. Besides, they have to keep the island a secret, so they figure out that the only way to do this is to kidnap
some children.


